Given a convolutional neural network (CNN) that is pretrained for object classification, this paper proposes to use active question-answering to semanticize neural patterns in conv-layers of the CNN and mine part concepts. For each part concept, we mine neural patterns in the pre-trained CNN, which are related to the target part, and use these patterns to construct an And-Or graph (AOG) to represent a four-layer semantic hierarchy of the part. As an interpretable model, the AOG associates different CNN units with different explicit object parts. We use an active humancomputer communication to incrementally grow such an AOG on the pre-trained CNN as follows. We allow the computer to actively identify objects, whose neural patterns cannot be explained by the current AOG. Then, the computer asks human about the unexplained objects, and uses the answers to automatically discover certain CNN patterns corresponding to the missing knowledge. We incrementally grow the AOG to encode new knowledge discovered during the active-learning process. In experiments, our method exhibits high learning efficiency. Our method uses about 1/6-1/3 of the part annotations for training, but achieves similar or better part-localization performance than fast-RCNN methods.
Introduction
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [17, 16] have been trained to achieve near human-level performance on object detection. However, CNN methods still face two issues in real-world applications. First, many visual tasks require detailed interpretations of object structures for hierarchical understanding of objects (e.g. part localization and parsing). This is beyond the detection of object bounding boxes. Second, weakly-supervised learning is also a difficult problem for CNNs. Unlike data-rich applications (e.g. pedestrian/vehicle detection), many tasks require modeling certain object parts on the fly. For example, people may hope to use only a few examples to quickly teach a robot how to grasp a certain type of object parts for an occasional task.
... . Semanticizing knowledge in a pre-trained CNN via active question-answering (QA). We mine latent patterns from the CNN to explain certain object parts, and organize such patterns into a semantic hierarchy. Our method automatically identifies objects whose parts cannot be explained by part templates in the current AOG, asks about the objects, and uses the answers to mine patterns from these objects. The mined patterns represent new part templates, and are organized as new branches in the AOG.
In this study, we propose a new strategy to model a certain object part using a few part annotations, i.e. using an active question-answering (QA) process to mine latent patterns that are related to the part from a pre-trained CNN. We use an And-Or graph (AOG) as an interpretable model to associate these patterns with the target part.
We develop our method based on the following three ideas: 1) When a CNN is pre-trained using objects of a category with object-box annotations, most appearance knowledge of the target category may have been encoded in convlayers of the CNN. 2) Our task is to mine latent patterns from complex neural activations in the conv-layers. Each pattern individually acts as a detector of a certain region of an object. We use the mined regional patterns to construct an AOG to represent the target part. 3) Because the AOG represents the part's neural patterns with clear semantic hierarchy, we can start an active QA to incrementally grow new AOG branches to encode new part templates, so as to enrich the knowledge in the AOG.
More specifically, during the active QA, the computer discovers objects whose neural activations cannot be explained by the current AOG and asks human users for su-pervision. We use the answers to grow new AOG branches for new part templates given in answers. Active QA makes the part knowledge efficiently learned with very limited human supervision.
CNN generalization: Before we introduce inputs and outputs of our QA-based learning, we clarify our target of CNN generalization, i.e. growing semantic AOGs to explain semantic hierarchy hidden within the conv-layers of a pre-trained CNN.
As shown in Fig 2, the AOG has four layers, which encode a clear semantic hierarchy ranging from semantic part, part templates, latent patterns, to CNN units. In the AOG, we use AND nodes to represent compositional regions of a part, and use OR nodes to encode a list of alternative template/deformation candidates for a local region. The top part node (OR node) uses its children to represent a number of template candidates for the part. Each part template (AND node) in the second layer has a number of children as latent patterns to represent its constituent regions (e.g. an eye in the face part). Each latent pattern in the third layer (OR node) naturally corresponds to a certain range of units within a CNN conv-slice. We select a CNN unit within this range to account for geometric deformation of the latent pattern.
Note that we do not further fine-tune the original convolutional weights within the pre-trained CNN. This allows us to continuously grow AOGs for different parts, without the risk of model drifting.
Inputs and outputs of QA-based learning: Given a pre-trained CNN and its training samples (i.e. object images without any part annotations), we incrementally grow AOG branches for the target part. In each step of QA, we let the CNN use the current AOG to localize the target part among all the unannotated images. Our method actively identifies object images, whose parts cannot be well explained by the AOG. Among all the unexplained objects, our method predicts the potential gain of asking about each unexplained object, and thus determines a best sequence of questions for QA. As in Fig. 3 , the user is able to give five types of answers to explicitly guide the AOG growth. Given each specific answer, the computer may refine an existing part template or mine latent patterns to construct a new AOG branch for a new part template.
Learning from weak supervision: Unlike previous end-to-end batch learning, there are two mechanisms to ensure the stability of weakly-supervised learning. 1) We transfer patterns in a pre-trained object-level CNN to the target part concept, instead of learning all knowledge from scratch. These patterns are supposed to consistently describe the same part region among different object images. The pattern-mining process purifies the CNN knowledge for better representation of the target part. 2) We use active QA to collect training samples, in order to avoid wasting human labor of annotating object parts that can be well explained by the AOG.
We use object-level annotations for pre-training, considering the following two facts: 1) Only a few datasets [6, 42] provide part annotations, and most benchmark datasets [13, 26, 20] mainly have annotations of object bounding boxes. 2) More crucially, different applications may focus on different object parts, and it is impractical to annotate a large number of parts for each specific task.
Contributions: Contributions of this study can be summarized as follows. 1) We mine and represent latent patterns hidden in a pre-trained CNN using an AOG. The AOG representation enables the QA w.r.t the semantic hierarchy of the target part. 2) We propose to use active QA to explicitly learn the semantics of each AOG branch, which ensures a high learning efficiency. 3) In experiments, our method exhibits superior performance to other baselines in terms of weakly-supervised part localization. For example, our methods with 11 part annotations outperformed fastRCNNs with 60 annotations in Fig. 5 .
Related work
Passive CNN visualization vs. active CNN semanticization: In order to explore the hidden semantics in the CNN, many studies visualized and analyzed patterns of CNN units [44, 23, 33, 1, 21] .
However, from the perspective of semanticizing CNN units, CNN visualization and our active QA go in two opposite directions. Given a certain unit in a pre-trained CNN, the former mainly visualizes the potential visual pattern of the unit passively. However, the latter focuses on a more fundamental problem in real applications, i.e. given a query of modeling/refining certain object parts, can we efficiently discover certain patterns that are related to the part concepts, within the pre-trained CNN from its complex neural activations? Given CNN feature maps, Zhou et al. [48, 49] discovered latent "scene" semantics. Simon et al. discovered objects [30] from CNN activations in an unsupervised manner, and learned part concepts in a supervised fashion [32] . AOG structure is suitable for representing semantic hierarchy of objects [50, 29] , and [46] used an AOG to represent the CNN. In this study, we used semantic-level QA to incrementally mine part semantics from the CNN and grow the AOG. Such a "white-box" representation of the CNN knowledge also guided further active QA.
Unsupervised/active learning: Many methods have been developed to learn object models in an unsupervised or weakly supervised manner. Methods of [5, 36, 47, 31] learned with image-level annotations without labeling object bounding boxes. [11, 7] did not require any annotations during the learning process. [8] collected training data online from videos to incrementally learn models. [12, 37] from language Instructions and videos. Inspired by active learning [38, 41, 22] , the idea of learning from questionanswering has been used to learn object models [9, 27, 39] . Branson et al. [4] used human-computer interactions to label object parts to learn part models. Instead of directly building new models from active QA, our method uses the QA to semanticize the CNN and transfer the hidden knowledge to the AOG.
Modeling "objects" vs. modeling "parts" in un-/weakly-supervised learning: In the scope of unsupervised learning and/or weakly-supervised learning, modeling parts is usually more challenging than modeling entire objects. Given image-level labels (without object bounding boxes), object discovery [24, 30, 25] and cosegmentation [3] can be achieved by identifying common foreground patterns from complex background. In addition, there are some strong prior knowledges for object discovery, such as closed boundaries and common object structures.
In contrast, to the best of our knowledge, there is no mechanism to distinguish a certain part concept from other parts of the same object. It is because 1) all the parts represent common foreground patterns among objects; 2) some parts (e.g. the abdomen) do not have shape boundaries to identify their shape extent. Thus, up to now, people mainly extract implicit middle-level part patches [35] , but it is difficult to capture explicit semantic meanings of these parts.
Preliminaries: And-Or graph on a CNN
In this section, we briefly introduce an AOG, which is designed to explain the latent semantic structure within the CNN. As shown in Fig. 2 , an AOG has four layers, i.e. semantic part (OR node), part template (AND node), latent pattern (OR node), and CNN unit. In the AOG, an OR node encodes a number of alternative candidates as children. An AND node uses its children to represent its constituent regions. For example, 1) the semantic part (OR node) encodes a number of template candidates for the part as children. 2) Each part template (AND node) encodes the spatial relationship between its children latent patterns (each child corresponds to a constituent region or a contextual image region). 3) Each latent pattern (OR node) takes a number of CNN units in a certain conv-slice as children to represent alternative deformation candidates of the pattern (the pattern may appear in different image positions).
Given an image I 1 , we use the CNN to compute neural activations on I in its conv-layers, and then use the AOG for hierarchical part parsing. I.e. we use the AOG to semanticize the neural activations and localize the target part.
We use V sem , V tmp ∈ Ω tmp , V lat ∈ Ω lat , and V unt ∈ Ω unt , respectively, to denote nodes at the four layers. During the parsing procedure, 1) the top node V sem selects a part templateV tmp to explain the whole part; 2)V tmp let its children latent patterns use their own parsing configurations to vote forV tmp 's position, thereby parsing an image region forV tmp ; 3) each latent pattern
selects a CNN-unit child with a certain deformation rangê
as a stand-in of the pattern. We define a parse graph pg I to denote the parsing configurations. As the red lines in Fig. 2 , pg I is a tree of image regions that are assigned to AOG nodes, pg = {ΛI,V sem } ∪ {Λ I,V tmp } ∪ V lat ∈Child(V tmp ) {Λ I,V lat }, where for each node V , Λ I,V denotes the image region that is parsed for V . We use Λ V to simplify the notation of Λ I,V , without ambiguity.
We design an inference score S I (V |Λ V ) for each node V to measure the compatibility between a given region Λ V and V (as well as the AOG branch under V ). Thus, hierarchical part parsing on a given image I can be achieved in a bottom-up manner. We compute inference scores for CNN units, then propagate the scores to latent patterns and part templates, and finally obtain the score of the top node as the overall inference score L(I, θ). We determine the parse graphpg I that maximizes the overall score:
where θ denotes the AOG parameters.
Terminal nodes (CNN units): Each terminal node under a latent pattern takes a certain square within a certain conv-slice, which represents deformation candidates of the latent pattern. Each V unt corresponds to a fixed image region Λ V unt . I.e. we propagate V unt 's receptive field to the image plane, and use the final field as Λ V unt . The score of
OR nodes: Given children's parsing configurations of an OR node (either V sem or V lat ), V O selects the childV with the highest score, and propagatesV 's parsing result to V O :
AND nodes: Given parsing results of a part template V tmp 's children latent patterns, we parse an image region for V tmp , which maximizes its score.
where S inf (Λ V tmp |Λ V lat ) 2 measures the spatial compatibility between parsing configurations of Λ V tmp andΛ V lat on I.
AOG construction: The method for constructing an AOG based on part annotations was proposed in [46] . We briefly summarize this method as follows. Let I denote a set of cropped object images of a category. Among all objects in I, only a small number of objects, I ant = {I i |i = 1, 2, . . . , m} ⊂ I, have annotations of the target part. For each annotated object I ∈ I ant , we label two terms
denotes the ground-truth bounding box of the part, and V tmp * I specifies the true choice of the part template for the part in I. For the first two layers of the AOG, the AOG is set to only contain the part templates that appear in part annotations.
Thus, AOG construction is to mine a total of n different latent patterns for each part template V tmp , where n is a hyper-parameter. For each latent pattern V lat , parameters θ V lat ⊂ θ mainly determine 1) V lat 's deformation range and 2) the prior displacement from V tmp to V lat . The estimation of θ V lat can be roughly written as
where
is an inference score that ignores the pairwise spatial compatibility.
Learning from active question-answering 4.1. Overview of knowledge mining
Compared to conventional batch learning, our method uses a more efficient learning strategy, which allows the computer to actively detect blind spots in its knowledge system and ask questions. In general, knowledge blind spots in the AOG include 1) neural-activation patterns in the CNN that have not been modeled and 2) the inaccuracy of the existing latent patterns. We assume that the unexplained neural patterns potentially reflect new part templates, while the inaccurate latent patterns correspond to the sub-optimally modeled part templates. Because an AOG is an interpretable representation that explicitly encodes object parts, we can represent blind spots of the knowledge using linguistic description. We use a total of five types of answers to explicitly project these blind spots onto specific semantic details of objects. In this way, the computer selects and asks a series of questions. Based on the answers, the AOG incrementally grows new semantic branches to explain new part templates and refine AOG branches of existing part templates.
The computer repeats the following process in each QA step. Let I denote a set of object images. As shown in Fig. 3 , the computer first uses the current AOG to localize object parts on all unannotated objects in I. Based on localization results, the computer selects and asks about an object I, from which the computer believes it can obtain the most information gain. A question q = (I,V tmp ,ΛV sem ) requires people to determine whether the computer determines the correct part templateV tmp and accurately localizes the part inΛ V sem , and expects one of the following answers.
Answer 1: the part detection is correct. Answer 2: the computer chooses the true template for the part in the parse graph, but it does not accurately localizes the target part. Answer 3: neither the part template nor the part location is correctly estimated. Answer 4: the part belongs to a new part template. Answer 5: the target part does not appear in the object. In addition, in case of receiving Answers 2-4, the computer will ask people to annotate the target part. In case of getting Answer 3, the computer will require people to specify the part template, as well as whether the object is flipped. Then, our method uses the new annotation to refine (for Answers 2-3) or create (for Answer 4) the AOG branch for the annotated part template based on Eq. (4).
Question ranking
The core of the QA process is to select a sequence of objects that reduce the AOG uncertainty the most. Therefore, in this section, we design a loss function to measure the incompatibility between the AOG knowledge and the actual part appearance in the object samples. We predict the potential gain (decrease of the loss) of asking about each object. Objects with large gains usually correspond to unexplained or not well explained CNN neural activations. Note that annotating the part in an object may also help explain parts on other objects, thereby leading to a large gain. Thus, we use a greedy strategy to select a sequence of questions Ω = {qi|i = 1, 2, . . .}, i.e. asking about the object that leads to the most gain in each step.
For each object I ∈ I, we use P(y|I) and Q(y|I) to denote the prior distribution and the estimated distribution of an object part on I, respectively. y ∈ {+1, −1} is a label indicating whether I contains the target part. The current AOG estimates the probability of object I containing the target part as Q(y = +1|I) = denotes the objects that have been asked during previous QA. For each asked object I ∈ I ask , we set its prior distribution P(y = +1|I) = 1 if I contains the target part according to previous answers; P(y = +1|I) = 0 otherwise. For each un-asked object I ∈ I \ I ask , we set its prior distribution based on statistics of previous answers, P(y = +1|I) = mean I ∈I ask P(y = +1|I ). Therefore, we formulate the loss function as the KL divergence between the prior distribution P and the estimated distribution Q, and seek to minimize the KL divergence via QA.
where P(y, I) = P(y|I)P (I); Q(y, I) = Q(y|I)P (I); λ = P (I) = 1/|I| is a constant prior probability for object I. In fact, both the prior distribution P and the estimated distribution Q keep changing during the QA process. Let us assume that the computer selects objectĨ ∈ I \ I ask and that people annotate its part. The annotation would encode the part knowledge ofĨ into the AOG and greatly change the estimated distribution for objects that are similar toĨ. For each object I ∈ I, we predict its estimated distribution after the new part annotation as
where L(I , θ new )|Ĩ indicates the predicted inference score of I when we annotateĨ. We assume that if object I is similar to objectĨ, the inference score of I will have an increase similar to that ofĨ. We estimate the score increase ofĨ as
. α is a scalar weight. We formulate the appearance distance between I andĨ as dist(I ,Ĩ) = 1 −
, where φ(I ) = M f I .
f I denotes CNN features of I at the top conv-layer after ReLu operation, and M is a diagonal matrix representing the prior reliability for each feature dimension 3 . Thus, exp[α · dist(I ,Ĩ)] measures the similarity between I and I. In addition, if I andĨ are assigned with different part templates by the current AOG, we may ignore the similarity between I andĨ (by setting an infinite distance between them) to achieve better performance. Based on the prediction in Eq. (6), we can predict the changes of the KL divergence after the new annotation onĨ as
Thus, in each step, the computer selects and asks about the object that maximize the decrease of the KL divergence.
QA implementations: In the beginning, for each object I, we initialize its prior distribution as P(y = +1|I) = 1 and its estimated distribution as Q(y = +1|I) = 0. Then, the computer selects and asks about an objectÎ based on Eq. (8) . We use the answer to update P. If new object parts are labeled during the QA process, we apply Eq. (4) to update the AOG. More specifically, if people label a new part template, the AOG will grow a new AOG branch to encode this template. If people annotate a part for an old part template, our method will update its corresponding AOG branch. Then, the new AOG can provide the new distribution Q. In later steps, the computer repeats the above QA procedure of Eq. (8) and Eq. (4) to ask more questions.
Experiments

Implementation details
We used the 16-layer VGG network (VGG-16) [34] , which was pre-trained using 1.3M images in the ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 dataset [26] with a loss for 1000-category classification. Then, in order to learn part concepts for each category, we further fine-tune the VGG-16 using object images in this category based on the loss for classifying target objects and background. The VGG-16 contains a total of 13 conv-layers and 3 fully connected layers. We selected the last 9 conv-layers as valid conv-layers. We extracted CNN units from these layers to build the AOG.
In our method, three parameters were involved in active QA, i.e. α, β, and Z. Considering that most object images contained the target part in real applications, we ignored the small probability of P(y = −1|I) in Eq. (7) to simplify the computation. As a result, the parameter Z was eliminated in the computation of Eq. (7), and the parameter β acted as a constant weight for ∆KL(Ĩ), which did not affect object selection in Eq. (8) . Therefore, in our experiments, we set α = 4.0, which achieved the best performance. 
Datasets
We used three benchmark datasets to test our method, i.e. the PASCAL VOC Part Dataset [6] , the CUB200-2011 dataset [42] , and the ILSVRC 2013 DET AnimalPart dataset [46] . Just like in most part-localization studies [6, 46] , we selected animal categories, which prevalently contain non-rigid shape deformation, to test partlocalization performance. I.e. we selected six animal categories-bird, cat, cow, dog, horse, and sheep-from the PASCAL Part Dataset. The CUB200-2011 dataset contains 11.8K images of 200 bird species. Like in [4, 32, 46] , we ignored species labels and regarded all these images as a single bird category. The ILSVRC 2013 DET Animal-Part dataset [46] was proposed for part localization. It consists of 30 animal categories among all the 200 categories for object detection in the ILSVRC 2013 DET dataset [26] .
Baselines
We compared the proposed method with the following thirteen baselines. We designed the first two baselines based on the Fast-RCNN [14] . Note that we fine-tuned the fast-RCNN with a loss for detecting a single class/part from background, rather than for multi-class/part detection, for a fair comparison. In the first baseline, namely Fast-RCNN (1 ft), we directly fine-tuned the VGG-16 network using part annotations to detect parts on well cropped objects. Then, to enable a fair comparison, we conducted the second baseline based on two-stage fine-tuning, namely Fast-RCNN (2 fts). The Fast-RCNN (2 fts) first fine-tuned the VGG-16 network using a large number of object-box annotations (more than part annotations) in the target category, and then fine-tuned the VGG-16 using a few part annotations.
The third baseline was proposed by [32] , namely CNN-PDD. CNN-PDD selected a conv-slice in a CNN (pretrained using ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 dataset) to represent and localize the part on well cropped objects. Then, we slightly extended [32] as the fourth baseline CNN-PDD-ft. CNN-PDD-ft fine-tuned the VGG-16 using object-box annotations, and then applied [32] to the VGG-16 for learning.
The fifth and sixth baselines were the strongly supervised DPM (SS-DPM-Part) [2] and the technique in [18] (PL-DPM-Part), respectively. They trained DPMs using part annotations for part localization. We used the graphical model proposed in [6] as the seventh baseline, namely Part-Graph. The eighth baseline was the interactive learning of DPMs for part localization [4] (Interactive-DPM).
Without many training samples, "simple" methods are usually insensitive to the over-fitting problem. Thus, we designed the last four baselines as follows. We used the VGG-16 network that was fine-tuned using object-box annotations, and collected image patches from a cropped object based on the selective search [40] . We used the VGG-16 to extract fc7 features from each image patch. The two baselines (i.e. fc7+linearSVM and fc7+RBF-SVM) used a linear SVM and a RBF-SVM, respectively, to detect the target part. The other baselines VAE+linearSVM and CoopNet+linearSVM used features of the VAE network [15] and the CoopNet [43] , respectively, instead of fc7 features, for part detection.
Finally, the last baseline is the learning of AOGs [46] without QA (AOG w/o QA). We annotated parts and part templates on randomly selected objects.
In fact, both object annotations and part annotations are used to learn models in all the thirteen baselines (including those without fine-tuning).
Evaluation metric
It has been discussed in [6, 46] that a fair evaluation of part localization requires removing the factors of object detection. Therefore, we used ground-truth object bounding boxes to crop objects from the original images to produce testing images. Given an object image, object/part detection methods (e.g. Fast-RCNN (1 ft), Part-Graph, and SS-DPMPart) usually estimate several bounding boxes for the part with different confidence values. As in [32, 6, 24, 46] , the task of part localization takes the most confident bounding box per image as the result. Given part-localization results on objects of a category, we applied the normalized distance [32] and the percentage of correctly localized parts (PCP) [45, 28, 19 ] to evaluate part localization. For the normalized distance, we computed the distance between the predicted part center and the ground-truth part center, and then normalized the distance using the diagonal length of the object as the normalized distance. For PCP, we used the typical metric of "IoU ≥ 0.5" [14] to identify correct part localizations.
Experimental results
We tested our method on the ILSVRC 2013 DET Animal-Part dataset, the Pascal VOC Part dataset, and the CUB200-2011 dataset. We learned AOGs for parts of the head, the neck, and the nose/muzzle/beak of the six animal categories in the Pascal VOC Part dataset. Table 2 . Normalized distance of part localization on the ILSVRC 2013 DET Animal-Part dataset. The second column shows the number of part annotations for training. The third column indicates whether the baseline used all object-box annotations in the category to pre-finetune a CNN before learning the part (object-box annotations are more than part annotations).
Obj.-box finetune Part Annot. #Q Normalizaed distance SS-DPM-Part [2] No 60 -0.2504 PL-DPM-Part [18] No 60 -0.3215 Part-Graph [6] No Table 3 . Part localization performance on the CUB200-2011 dataset. See Table 2 for the introduction of the 2nd and 3rd columns. The 4rd column shows the number of questions for training. The fourth column indicates whether the baseline used all object annotations (more than part annotations) in the category to pre-fine-tune a CNN before learning the part.
the two datasets, we selected the head as the target part to enable a fair comparison. We did not train the human annotators. During the active QA process, boundaries between two part templates were often very vague, so an annotator could assign a part with either part templates.
In Table 1 , we illustrated how the AOG grew when people annotated more parts during the question-answering process. We computed the average number of children for each node in different AOG layers based on the AOGs learned from the PASCAL VOC Part Dataset. It shows that the AOG mainly grew itself by adding new AOG branches for new part templates. The refinement of an AOG branch for an existing part template did not significantly change the size of this AOG branch.
Method
Annot. #Q bird cat cow dog horse sheep Avg. Tables 4, and 3 show both the number of part annotations and the number of questions. Fig. 5 shows the performance of localizing the head part on the PASCAL VOC Part Dataset, when people annotated different number of parts for training. Table 5 shows the results evaluated by the PCP. In particular, the method of Ours+fastRCNN combined our method and the fast-RCNN to refine part- localization results 5 . Our method worked with about 1/6-1/2 part annotations, but exhibited superior performance.
Justification of the methodology
There are three reasons for the superior performance of our method. First, richer information: the latent patterns in the AOG were pre-fine-tuned using a large number of object images in the category, instead of being learned from a few part annotations. Thus, the knowledge contained in these patterns was far beyond that in the objects with part annotations. Second, less model drift: Instead of learning/fine-tuning new CNN parameters, our method just used limited part annotations to mine "reliable" patterns and organize their spatial relationships to represent the part concept. In addition, during active QA, the computer usually selected and asked about objects with common object poses based on Eq. (6), i.e. objects sharing some common latent patterns with many other objects. Thus, the learned AOG suffered less from the over-fitting/model-drift problem.
Third, high QA efficiency: Our QA process balanced both the commonness of a part template and the modeling quality of this part template in Eq. (6) . In early steps of QA, the computer was prone to asking new part templates, because objects with un-modeled part appearance usually had low inference scores. In later QA steps, common part appearance had been asked and modeled, and the computer 5 We used part boxes annotated during the QA process to learn a fast-RCNN for part detection. Given the inference resultΛ V tmp of part template V tmp on image I, we define a new inference score for localization refinement Table 5 . Part localization performance evaluated using the PCP on the Pascal VOC Part dataset.
gradually changed to ask about objects of existing part templates to refine certain AOG branches. In this way, our method did not waste much computation in labeling objects that had been well explained or objects with infrequent appearance.
Summary and discussion
In this paper, we aim to pursue answers to the following three questions: 1) whether we can represent a pretrained CNN using an interpretable AOG model, which reveals semantic hierarchy of objects hidden in the CNN, 2) whether the representation of the CNN knowledge can be clear enough to let people directly communicate with middle-level AOG nodes, and 3) whether we can let the computer directly learn from weak supervision of active QA, instead of strongly supervised end-to-end learning.
We tested the proposed method for a total of 37 categories in three benchmark datasets, and our method exhibited superior performance to other baselines in terms of weakly-supervised part localization. E.g. our method with 11 part annotations performed better than fast-RCNN with 60 part annotations on the ILSVRC dataset in Fig. 5 .
